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Abstract

We propose the construction of a new detector to extend the capa-
bilities of ALICE in the high momentum (pT ) region. The proposed
VHMPID detector performs charged hadron identification on a track-
by-track basis in the 10 < pT < 25 GeV/c momentum range and pro-
vides ALICE with new opportunities to study parton-medium interac-
tions at LHC energies. The VHMPID covers 10% of the TPC accep-
tance and presents sufficient acceptance for triggered- and tagged-jet
studies, allowing for the first time identified charged hadron measure-
ments in jets. This Letter of Intent will briefly summarize the physics
motivations for such a detector, its lay-out and integration into ALICE
and the trigger opportunities that it presents.
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1 Physics Motivation

The purpose of the ALICE detector system at the CERN LHC is to identify
and study the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in heavy ion collisions and to
investigate its properties at LHC energies.

The ALICE detectors were designed in the mid-1990’s to discover the
properties of QCD at high temperature. In the intervening time, the Rela-
tivistic Heavy ion Collider (RHIC) was constructed with similar objectives
at Brookhaven with four detector systems (STAR, PHENIX, BRAHMS, and
PHOBOS) and commenced operation in 2000. Data from heavy ion collisions
at RHIC have been collected over the last 8 years up to a maximum energy
of
√
sNN = 200 GeV.

Since hadrons emitted from the QGP are predominantly in the 0 < pT < 2
GeV/c momentum region, initial studies emphasized the lower momentum
region to ascertain bulk properties of the medium. These studies have estab-
lished a rapid buildup of strong collective flow early in the collision and that
the yields of identified hadrons are consistent with those predicted by a ther-
mal model with a temperature T = 175 MeV, the same as predicted by lattice
QCD calculations at the time of hadronization of the QGP. More detailed
investigation at higher integral luminosities allowed further investigation into
the high pT regime. This resulted in the observations of the suppression of
hadrons at high pT (pT up to 20GeV/c at RHIC) and the quenching of back-
to-back jets (via di-hadron correlation measurements) that have established
that energy loss of partons traversing the dense medium is significant. This
has confirmed that there is a substantial role for hard scattering and parton
energy loss as a means to probe the medium created in these collisions and
to determine its properties. Further studies using two- and three-particle
correlations with and without a high pT particle trigger have improved the
techniques for ”jet tomography” and have provided deeper questions about
parton energy loss and the response of the medium.

An anomalous baryon/meson ratio was observed in the 4 < pT < 10
GeV/c region, and the mechanism for hadron formation in this intermediate-
pT region, in the overlap between low-pT and high-pT physics, has yet to be
completely settled. It is expected that this intermediate-pT region will extend
higher in pT at the LHC due to a combination of the higher multiplicities
and multiple mini-jet production.

The results at RHIC have emphasized the need for more detailed studies
of parton energy loss and the response of the medium utilizing topological
jet-finding to determine medium modifications to jet fragmentation. Fur-
thermore, particle identification is essential to pursue intra- and inter-jet
correlations to determine details of the fragmentation (hadronization) pro-
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cess in the medium.
ALICE is prepared to initiate these studies with detectors with capa-

bilities in the high-pT momentum region. The Cherenkov-cone analysis of
the HMPID provides particle identification up to pT ∼ 5 GeV/c and the
TPC provides identification of charged hadrons on a statistical basis up to
15-20 GeV/c by using the energy loss measurements in the relativistic rise.
However, results from RHIC have proven that measuring high-pT identified
particles and high-pT hadron-tagged jets carries more detailed information
about the energy loss mechanism and correlations than provided by charge
particles. Hence, the ALICE upgrades must consider extending the physics
at the LHC beyond charged particle correlations and must exploit a com-
bination of calorimetry for jet measurements and ALICE’s unique particle
identification capability.

To enhance significantly ALICE’s particle identification capabilities to a
new regime of particle-by-particle measurements, we propose to construct a
new detector for ALICE, the Very High Momentum Particle Identification
Detector (VHMPID). The VHMPID aims to identify charged pions, kaons,
protons and antiprotons in the momentum range 10 < pT < 25 GeV/c
on a track-by-track basis. The detector is a state-of-the-art ring imaging
Cherenkov detector, designed for the special needs at ALICE and for the
available space inside the ALICE detector. The VHMPID covers 1/10th of
the acceptance of the TPC and will be located on both sides of the PHOS
detector and opposite in azimuth to the recently approved EMCAL.

This new detector has the ability to focus on the following three physics
measurement topics in proton-proton and heavy ion collisions, which are not
possible in the present ALICE setup:

- Measurements of jet structure focusing on momentum and flavor
correlations, hadron-hadron correlations in the near-side jet cone,
medium modifications of jets and jet fragmentation functions, and
other jet features in heavy ion collisions.

- Analysis of hadron-tagged jets with track-by-track identification
for charged hadrons (π±, K±, p±) in the momentum range 10 < pT <
25 GeV/c, allowing improved away-side tagged hadron-jet and jet-
jet correlations, and jet-tomography with enhanced precision.

- Heavy quark production and correlations, the heavy quark frag-
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mentation function, and its modification in heavy ion collisions.

These studies will offer a unique opportunity to investigate in more detail
and from different perspectives the formation of the QGP, its properties, as
well as address the issue of parton energy loss mechanisms in the medium.
Due to the higher energy and luminosities of heavy ions in the LHC, as
compared to RHIC, the yields of hard processes are much increased. This
allows the study of intra- and inter-jet correlations using identified particles
to determine in detail parton energy loss processes in the medium and the
effect on fragmentation (in-medium). The yields of heavy flavors are much
increased (factor ∼ 10 in charm production and factor ∼ 100 in bottom pro-
duction) compared to RHIC. These improvements with energy allow better
signal to background ratios for jet and heavy flavor studies with heavy ions
at the LHC. An eventual goal of LHC heavy ion studies is to determine the
mass and anticipated flavor (gluon, light quark, and heavy quark) differences
in parton energy loss, jet quenching and jet fragmentation.

The construction of the VHMPID detector is based on earlier experience
with the ALICE HMPID detector, thus the technology is in-hand. Data col-
lection and DAQ integration can be performed on the basis of the present
HMPID experience. The available space on both sides of the PHOS ap-
pears to be sufficient for 12 VHMPID modules, which will provide sufficient
acceptance to reach the physics goals mentioned above.

In the following we summarize the lay-out of the VHMPID detector and
its integration into the ALICE complex. We review possible trigger methods
to improve the detection of rare events at high-pT .

We propose that both the physics motivation and our experience with
the HMPID provide an appropriate basis for construction of the VHMPID
detector and its installation into ALICE.

2 The VHMPID detector layout

The physics requirements have driven the choice towards a RICH (Ring Imag-
ing Cherenkov) detector using a C4F10 gaseous radiator in a focusing configu-
ration. Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the detector layout. The Cherenkov
photons emitted in the radiator are focused by a spherical mirror (of radius
of curvature R) on the photodetector plane, located at R/2 from the mir-
ror center. We review here the main elements of the detector, while in the
Appendix we discuss alternative layouts.
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Figure 1: Principle scheme of the VHMPID focusing RICH.
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Figure 2: Refractive index of CF4 and C4F10 as a function of photon energy.

2.1 The gaseous radiator

Perfluorocarbon gases CnF2n+2 are characterized by refractive index and low
chromaticity which best suit to particle identification (PID) above the 10
GeV/c. In particular, considering only room temperature gases (thus avoid-
ing a further complication like detector heating) CF4 (< n > ≈ 1.0005,
γth ≈ 31.6) and C4F10 (< n > ≈ 1.0014, γth ≈ 18.9) [9] are the only candi-
dates. Figs. 2 and 3 show the refractive index and the theoretical Cherenkov
photon yield (cm−1eV−1) of the two gases as a function of the photon energy.
Finally, the choice is restricted to C4F10, since the momentum threshold for
Cherenkov emission in CF4 is too high and not optimized for the momentum
range 10-25 GeV/c where PID is required. The radiator length is limited by
the maximum detector height compatible with the space available inside the
ALICE experiment and cannot exceed 80 cm. Such a length represents the
lower limit for an effective PID.
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Figure 3: Photons yield (eV−1cm−1) as a function of momentum for π, k and
p for CF4 and C4F10.

2.2 The photon detector

The photon detector is a MWPC equipped with a CsI photocathode consit-
ing in pad-segmented cathode coated with a 300 nm thick CsI layer. The
chamber has the same structure and characteristics of that used in the High
Momentum Particle Identification (HMPID) detector [11]. It is separated
from the gaseous radiator volume by a 4 mm thick SiO2 window. The gas
used is CH4, the pad size is 0.8×0.84 cm2, the wire pitch is 4.2 mm and
the anode-cathode gap is 2 mm. The FEE is based on the Gassiplex chip,
achieving 1000 e− noise on detector; the single electron average pulse height
at 2050 V is 35 ADC channels corresponding to about 40000 e−. In the actual
HMPID design the total space required by the photon detector in the radial
direction is about 20 cm, largely determined by a vertical mounting of the
FEE cards. We are considering a different layout with horizontal FEE cards
to minimize the photon detector thickness and make available more space for
the radiator or for a possible dedicated trigger detector (Section IV-D)

3 Detector performance

The performance and PID capabilities have been studied by means of Mon-
teCarlo simulations in AliRoot, the official simulation framework of the AL-
ICE experiment. Fig. 4 shows the optical properties of all media and the
CsI quantum efficiency used in the simulation. Figs. 5 and 6 present single
pion events for normal incidence and for 15o, respectively, in absence of back-
ground. A charged particle at saturation produces 20 photoelectrons and 12
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photon clusters (the cluster can include two or more superimposed photons)
on average (Fig. 7).
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Figure 4: Detector material optical properties and CsI Q.E.
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Figure 5: Cherenkov event of single pion at saturation.

Events obtained by overlapping Cherenkov rings from pions, kaons and
protons, at different momenta, to background Pb-Pb HIJING events at LHC
energies have been analysed using the same pattern recognition procedure
developed fot the HMPID [19, 20]. Starting from the impact point of charged
particles and photons on the chamber, the Cherenkov angle is determined by
means of a back-tracing algorithm. Then a Hough Transform processing
is applied to filter out the background and improve the signal of identified
particles. Fig. 8 shows the single photon Cherenkov angle distribution from
pions in presence of background. In Fig. 9 are presented the ring angle
distributions obtained for pions, kaons and protons of 14 GeV/c (left) and
26 GeV/c (right), respectively, after the Hough Transform processing.
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Figure 7: Left: Distribution of the number of photoelectrons per event, for a
charged particle at saturation. Right: Distribution of the number of photon
cluster per event, for a charged particle at saturation.

The summary of the PID performance obtained with the baseline VHMPID
is given in Table 1, where positive identification lower limits are determined
by Cherenkov emission thresholds and upper limits correspond to 3σ sepa-
ration.
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after the Hough Trasnform method. Right: Distribution of ring angle, for
pions and kaons of 26 GeV/c after the Hough Trasnform method.

Identification momentum range
particle Signal Absence of signal

(GeV/c) (GeV/c)
π 3 - 14
k 9 - 14
p 18 - 26 9 - 18

Table 1: Identification capabilities for the VHMPID

4 The VHMPID integration in ALICE

The detector design will be strongly affected by the limited space available
inside the ALICE solenoid and the strength of the existing support strutcure
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(PHOS support beams) on which the VHMPID would be installed.
The free space under the space-frame sectors 13 and 14 allows integrating

maximum six modules on each side of the PHOS cradle (Fig. 10).

Figure 10: 3-D model of the proposed VHMPID layout with six modules on
each side of the PHOS detector.

Presently some structures and services would be in conflict with some of
the VHMPID modules; however they can be easily modified. The module
size is limited in height to 1000 mm mainly by the space available between
the baby-frame and the false floor at the bottom of the solenoid. The other
two dimensions, in the chosen spherical layout, i.e. with modules pointing
to the interaction point, can reach a maximum of 960x1400 mm to minimize
the conflicts with the space-frame structure (Figs. 11 and 12).

The handling and installation of any new detector in ALICE is a delicate
operation. This is due to the difficult access to crowded areas such as the
front part of the solenoid and the volume inside it. The presence of the mini-
space-frame limits the use of the crane and consequently the weight of the
objects to be integrated. The need of having light elements is a fundamental
parameter in the design of both the detector and the support structures since
the largest part of the installation work has to be made ”by hand” and the
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PHOS rails cannot stand heavy additional loads without major modifications.
The only tools that can be used inside the solenoid to help the installation
are temporary supports and rails and relatively small pulleys.

Figure 11: View of the VHMPID modules from the C side.

The support structure of the VHMPID shall be modular. A good config-
uration can be a cradle made of bolted aluminium elements The PHOS rails
can be prolonged out of the solenoid using temporary rails. On these rails
the cradle for the ”A” side elements can be assembled and the elements can
be installed pushing them on temporary supports. Once the cradle is loaded
it can roll inside the solenoid moving on the PHOS rails. For the ”C” side
elements the situation is more complicated. The cradle has to be assembled
in place in between the PHOS cradle and the solenoid doors. The detector
elements will be installed using temporary supports and pushing them all
the way around the PHOS detector. The installation of new services (cables,
pipes, etc.) inside the solenoid will also require a very accurate study, given
the limited amount of free slots available in the passages (chicanes) between
the doors and the so-called magnet ”crown”. Nevertheless, due to the small
number of VHMPID modules to be installed, the integration of services can
be achieved without many difficulties.
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Figure 12: View of the VHMPID modules from the I side.

5 Trigger opportunities

At transverse momenta pT > 9 GeV/c specialized triggering must be imple-
mented to profit fully from the VHMPID detector, since the hadron yield
drops rapidly with increased pT . There are two trigger methods that will be
used to enhance the data collection with the VHMPID and to enhance the
existing physics capabilities of ALICE.

5.1 Expected high-pT hadron yield

Theoretical estimates for high-pT hadron yields in Pb+Pb collisions contain
large uncertainties in the momentum region of the VHMPID (9 < pT < 30
GeV/c). These uncertainties are connected to the nuclear parton structure
functions (uncertainty in the degree of shadowing), parton energy loss in-
medium (resulting in high pT suppression of hadrons and jet-quenching), and
competing hadron production mechanisms in-medium (parton fragmentation
vs. parton coalescence).

In Figure 13 we have selected 800 central Pb+Pb collisions, correspond-
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Figure 13: Comparison of pQCD results and HIJING simulations for π+

production in central Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 5.5 ATeV considering 800

central events. The yield displayed corresponds to 1 second of data-taking
in ALICE. We should extend this up to 30 GeV/c.

ing to 1 second of data collection, and display HIJING for pQCD calcula-
tions with and without nuclear effects. Comparison between simulations and
pQCD predictions are in good agreement.

The anticipated yield of charged pions is shown in Figure 13, with and
without nuclear shadowing and quenching effects. With these effects included
there is a factor of 10 suppression of the hadron yield at high-pT .

One VHMPID module, which is 90 × 140 cm2, will cover 1% of the full
acceptance of the TPC. Thus, we obtain ≈ 2·10−4 π−s in one VHMPI module
in the momentum window pT = 9− 10 GeV/c or ≈ 2 · 10−3 charged hadrons
with pT > 9 GeV/c. According to the expected collision rates at ALICE
(with 800 central Pb+Pb collisions per second) there are 2 charged hadrons
per second with high-pT in each VHMPID module. However with the data
writing speed 1.5 GB/s only 20 events are recorded per second. With a
50without any high-pT trigger selection.

We therefore conclude from this simple rate estimate that without a pre-
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cise high-pT (pT > 9 GeV/c) trigger at level 1 (L1), a factor of 40 of the
VHMPID data will not be recorded. This is a significant loss in data at
high-pT for ALICE, that must be recovered by implementation of a L1 high-
pT trigger for the VHMPID.

5.2 Triggering specifically for particles entering the
VHMPID

The first triggering method focuses on fast particle trajectory and momen-
tum determination for charged particles entering the VHMPID. This method
uses the existing ALICE TRD (Transition Radiation Detector), with special-
ized fast algorithms for very high-pT entering the VHMPID. A second, more
effective possibility is to build a dedicated High-pT Trigger Detector (HPTD)
in a setup using the gas module of the VHMPID.

A, Triggering by TRD

The ALICE TRD with its 18 supermodules will cover the full azimuth
and the pseudo-rapidity range −0.9 < η < 0.9. The TRD uses 6 layers within
a depth of 60 cm having 400-600 µm spatial resolution. The current TRD
design determines the momenta of charged particles with a precision of 5%
for particles with momentum 5 GeV/c, within 5 µsec which is acceptable for
L1 triggering.

The TRD will provide a topological trigger for the HMPID in the momen-
tum window 3 < pT < 5 GeV/c. This method would need to be extended to
higher transverse momenta (pT > 9 GeV/c) to meet the demands of data-
taking with high-pT particles in the VHMPID.

The high precision spatial and momentum resolution of the TRD with a
specialized HMPID trigger makes for an attractive TRD trigger possibility for
the VHMPID. We propose that more detailed investigation of the feasibility
of this technique be investigated expeditiously.

B, Triggering by a dedicated High-pT Trigger Detector

A more effective solution is to build a dedicated trigger for the VHMPID,
that works at level 1.

We propose a High-pT Trigger Detector (HPTD) that contains 4 layers of
aligned charged particle sensitive gaseous chambers. The momentum deter-
mination would be similar to that of the TRD. By measuring the inclination
of high-pT particle trajectories at each trigger detector plane and pointing
back towards the primary vertex, and using knowledge of the bending of the
trajectories in the magnetic field, the particle momenta can be computed
rapidly and used for triggering. [I highly suggest that we resurrect Fig 26 of
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version 5.0 and discuss this technique in a little more detail here referring to
the figure!]

HPTD will not need high momentum resolution (compared to TRD),
but should be able to differentiate high from low momenta at L1 by ac-
curate azimuthal angle measurements of trajectories at each plane. Thus,
the segmentation of the pads can be 3 mm × 50 mm in the azimuthal and
longitudinal directions.

Simple electronics can be utilized for the readout of the HPTD’s gas
chamber planes. A one bit output for all the pads is sufficient as no ana-
log signals are necessary. These output bits combined into FPGA logic Will
provide simple plane hits to the L1 trigger system for fast momentum calcu-
lation. Such a geometrical trigger can be used in the approximately 20 cm
of the 100 cm in depth available for the VHMPID.

Such a dedicated HPTD trigger unit would serve the needs for VHMPID
triggering. Continuation of the development of an HPTD is strongly recom-
mended.

5.3 Triggering on the opposite side of VHMPID

The second triggering method is connected to the production mechanism of
high-pT hadrons, namely they are produced from high-pT partons, that ap-
pear kinematically back-to-back with the other parton in the original parton-
parton interaction. Thus the EMCAL, which is opposite in azimuth from the
VHMPID and which triggers on high-pT particles and jets, can be used for
triggering on back-to-back jet pairs [21].

The nominal acceptance of the EMCAL is about 25% of the central barrel
acceptance with −0.7 < η < 0.7 and ∆ϕ ∼ 2. A combination of the EMCAL
and the VHMPID would work very well for back-to-back correlations of high-
pT particles and jets.

The expected large value of the kT -imbalance in parton-parton interac-
tions will definitely decrease the triggering efficiency of this method. At
RHIC energy the measured 〈kT 〉pair = 2.5 GeV/c which corresponds to 14◦

on average for pT = 10 GeV/c hadrons. At LHC energies the expected value
is much larger, with 〈kT 〉pair ≈ 5-6 GeV/c expected. This corresponds to
25 − 30◦ declination between the two final hadrons with high-pT . The EM-
CAL is sensitive to the full electromagnetic component and about 25 % of
the hadronic component of the jet energy.

We propose that there be detailed investigation of the feasibility of using
the EMCAL triggering for the VHMPID.
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6 Conclusions

The members of VHMPID Collaboration are strongly committed to the con-
cept that a VHMPID detector will enhance significantly the physics capabili-
ties of ALICE. It will introduce detailed identified particle data at high-pT to
address parton energy loss, in-medium modified fragmentation (hadroniza-
tion) and properties of the QGP medium produced at the LHC.

We present a detector of limited acceptance that should in our mind
complement the existing particle identification at high momenta in ALICE
which relies on the performance of the TPC in the relativistic rise. The
poor separation between the pions,kaons and protons allow for a satisfactory
identification in the statistical way. However we believe that correlations
of parameters in the experiment need also a track-by-track identification.
Albeit there is a possibility to accede to the track by track identification
applying cuts on the De/Dx distributions the problem with this approach is
the following:
1. It relies on the stability of the gains in the TPC over several runs because
it is difficult to apply cuts on a sample of DE/Dx events with a limited
statistics in the region of interest.
2. Even in the region where one could identify all three species with the
above limitations one would at most identify only one.
3. With the cuts to obtain a good purity the virtual acceptance is reduced
and is somewhat comparable to the proposed detector.
4. If one considers the triggering on the EMCAL the acceptance of the
method is even smaller than the the one proposed here.

For these reasons we consider the proposed detector worth of the attention
of the collaboration for a possible upgrade.

This work was supported in part by Mexico CONACyT grant ..........,
Italian INFN grant .........., Hungarian OTKA grants NK62044 and IN71734,
U.S. DOE grants DE-FGXX-XXXXXXXXX, NSF grant YYY-ZZZZZZZ.
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7 Appendix - Alternative layouts

We consider here layouts alternative to the baseline VHMPID detector de-
scribed in Section II: 1) double radiator configurations with CF4 and C4F10

; 2) multi-GEM based CsI photon detector.

7.1 CF4/C4F10 double radiator layout

A VHMPID geometry with CF4/C4F10 double radiator would allow to im-
prove particle identification in 10-15 GeV/c region (π/p misidentification)
and extend it up to 35 GeV/c. Table 7.1 presents the Cherenkov thresholds
for π, K and p in CF4 and C4F10 (for average refractive indexes in 110-210
nm and 150-210 nm, respectively), while Table 3 reports all cases for PID in
the momenutm ranges corresponding to those thresholds.

C4F10 CF4

avg. refractive index 1.00058 1.0015
π thr 2.6 4.2
K thr 9.2 14.8
p thr 16.8 28

Table 2: Average refractive index and Cherenkov emission thersholds in
C4F10 and CF4

p range [GeV/c] signal in C4F10 signal in CF4 identified particle
2.6 - 4.2 0 0 K/p
2.6 - 4.2 1 0 π
4.2 - 9.2 0 0 K/p
4.2 - 9.2 1 1 π
9.2 - 14.8 0 0 p
9.2 - 14.8 1 0 K
9.2 - 14.8 1 1 π
14.8 - 16.8 0 0 p
14.8 - 16.8 1 1 π/K (pattern recog.)
16.8 - 28 1 0 p
16.8 - 28 1 1 π/K (pattern recog.)

28 - 1 1 π/K/p (pattern recog.)

Table 3: Identification capabilities for the double radiator VHMPID

CF4 has a drawback consisting in the emission of scintillation light when
it is crossed by a highly ionizing particle. On average, Nph = 230/MeV
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[10] scintillation photons are emitted in the range 150-220 nm. However,
preliminary calculations show that the corresponding background would not
affect performance and PID capabilities of the VHMPID; satisfactory results
have been obtained by the RICH HBD (Hadron Blind Detector) at PHENIX
[26].

A first double radiator counter consists of a C4F10 volume enclosed by a
CaF2 or SiO2 window and followed by a CF4 volume (Fig. 14). Cherenkov
photons emitted in both radiators are reflected by a planar mirror to the CsI
photo-detector which uses the same CF4 as multiplication gas. In case of
multi-GEM based photo-detector a trigger could be implemented on the face
of the last GEM opposite to the pad plane using the signal corresponding
to Cherenkov radiation from particles above threshold. A tracking detector
could be installed behind the mirror to improve the MIP hit localization and
pattern recognition.

Figure 14: : Layout of the double radiator VHMPID

Fig. ?? shows a second possible geometry combining three detectors: a
35 cm long threshold section with CF4 used both as radiator and amplifi-
cation gas in combination with windowless CsI photodetector (MWPC or
GEM) with pad readout, a gas micropattern tracking detector and a 65 cm
long RICH detector with C4F10 radiator gas with quartz window and a CsI
photodetector (MWPC or GEM) with pad readout.

When a particle enters the face that is closer to the interaction point,
it leaves a MIP point-track on the photo-detector. The particle then pro-
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duces Cherenkov photons across the CF4 radiator, which are reflected by the
spherical mirror leaving at the end a blob of photons on the first photodetec-
tor. The particle then leaves a second MIP point-track on the micro-pattern
tracking detector before entering the second chamber. Then while crossing
the C4F10 if its momentum is above the Cherenkov threshold photons will
be produced, leaving at the end a blob on the quartz window + GEM (or
MWPC) + CsI, on the far face of the device, plus a MIP third point-track.
At the end, there are 3 points that define a track (for self triggering), ring
and blob images (or lack of signal) for PID.

Spherical UV Mirror 

CF4 gas

C4F10 gas

SiO2  Window

Tracking Detector, 5x5 mm2 pads

GEM detector with
CsI and 5x5 mm2 pads

MWPCh or GEM detector with
CsI and 5x5 mm2 pads

65 cm

35 cm

Particle track & UV photons

Fig 1. Three detectors option: RICH (CF4) and Cherenkov threshold (C4F10) plus additional 
tracking detector.Figure 15: Three chambers option: RICH (CF4) and Cherenkov threshold

detector (C4F10) plus tracking micropattern detector.

A stand-alone GEANT-3 simulation was performed in order to to check
the PID capabilities of the three chambers VHMPID. A close approximation
for ITS, TPC, TRD and TOF is included in the simulation’s geometry. The
dimensions of the VHMPID modules are set to 1×1× m3, positioned at both
sides of PHOS (in Z). Twenty five modules are defined in order to increase
the event’s statistics. Pad size for all three detectors was fixed as 5× 5 mm2.

The simulation was done for π, k and p with pT in the range of 4.5 to 45
GeV/c, and the primary vertex position smeared in z ± 20 cm. One particle
per event was embedded per central 5.5 TeV Pb+Pb HIJING event. For the
analysis the TPC hits were used to reconstruct p and vertex position, the
cuts used: pT ¿ 4 GeV/c and R vertex ¡ 50 cm. As for the reconstruction of
the track in the VHMPID, it was done by matching the MIP reconstructed
hits (”crossing points”). Then by reflecting the track in the RICH mirror, it
was checked that a reflection point was inside of a ”pad’s area” (”reflection
points”). Only the tracks that passed this last condition were accounted in
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the analysis.

Particle was identified as π (Blue),  k - Red,  p – Green, No PID - black

Fig 2. π (left) and p (right) identification performance with Central Pb+Pb HJ as 
a background.

Probability Probability

Figure 16: π (left) and p identification performance in central Pb+Pb HI-
JING events embedded in background as function of pT . The histograms rep-
resent particles identified as π (blue), k (red), p (green) and no PID (black).

Figure 16 shows the particle identification performance for π and p with
all possible background effects included. For the pT range 5 - 17 GeV/c the
π identification is very close to 100%. Proton identification is 90% for the
pT range 10 - 17 GeV/c and degrades to about 70% for larger pT values.

As pointed out in the trigger section, the VHMPID needs high pT trigger.
The three chambers version provides such possibility: using the MIP hits in
the three detection planes, tracks can be reconstructed by fitting the hits
to a straight line and calculating the distance of closest approach (DCA) to
primary vertex position (0., 0., Zvertex) in XY and RZ as shown in Fig. 17.
This ”tracking” trigger can be used in a combination with ”EMC trigger”
specially for p+p and γ-jet studies.

To conclude, the simulations show that if we want to use the VHMPID in
the pT range of 5 - 35 GeV/c and at the same time implement a simple and
reliable self pT trigger, the two chamber VHMPID should be considered as
a feasible option. With the added advantage that the installation procedure
in ALICE for this detector would be easier, given the independence of its
sections. However technical challenges need to be taken into account such as
the necessity for the GEM detector and for a highly integrated FEEs (due
to the lack of space).

Further investigations will be carried out to verify the possibility of using
any of the proposed double radiator detectors.
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DCA, xy, cm

Pt, GeV/c

Fig 3. Distance of close approach (DCA) to primary Vertex position ( in XY,  
for reconstructed and fitted straight line using VHMPID “MIP hits”)  as a function of Pt

Figure 17: Distance of closest approach (DCA) to the primary vertex position
(in XY ) for reconstruction, fitted to a straight line using the VHMPID hits
as function of pT .

7.2 R & D on GEM-like photodetectors

An interesting alternative to the traditional MWPC-based photodetector is
represented by a multi-GEM (Gas Electron Multiplication) detector com-
bined with a reflective CsI photocathode. In line with the impressive devel-
opment of GEMs we are studying the possibility to develop large area CsI
coated multi-GEM photodetector. The main advantages of a GEM based
detector would be a simpler detector construction and the possibility to op-
erate at higher gains due to the photon feedback suppression by the hole-
type geometry. Performed studies show that the maximum achievable gain
of hole-type detectors increases with their thickness [13]. A simple device
consisting of a printed circuit board (PCB) 0.5-1mm thick, metallized from
both sides, with drilled holes of 0.5-1 mm diameter with a pitch of 0.8-1.2
mm can achieve maximum gains typically 10 times higher than conventional
GEM [15]. Therefore we focused our attention on such TGEM (Thick GEM)
[14, 15] detectors due to their robustness, both from mechanical and oper-
ational point of view. As an example Figs. 18,19 show gain vs. voltage
characteristics for single and cascaded TGEMs [16]. One can see that gains
close to 105 can be achieved with a single TGEM and up to 107 with cascaded
TGEMs.

The QE measured with the CsI coated TGEM in CH4 was 18% at 185
nm and its operation was stable at counting rates of 100 Hz/cm2 expected
in the VHMPID detector at ALICE experiment during Pb-Pb runs.

Since several groups have experience in running TGEMs one can have re-
liable and objective information about its performance. In connection with
the interest of the COMPASS collaboration to use TGEM for the upgraded
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COMPASS RICH, Breskin’s group at Weizmann and Ropelewski’s group at
CERN performed systematic studies of TGEM stability at very high count-
ing rates. They confirmed our earlier results that at low counting rate the
operation of TGEM is stable, although at counting rates >> 100 Hz/cm2

the detector needs up to be kept at high voltage for ≈ 5 hours of to stabilize
the gain period of time) otherwise gain variation with time may be as high
as a factor of two [17].

 

 
 
 
Fig. 1. Photo of TGEM 
 

 
 
Fig.2 Gain vs. voltage measured with TGEM manufactured in Israel [7] 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Gain vs voltage measured with double RETGEMs [7] 
 
 

Figure 18: Gain vs. voltage measured with TGEM manufactured in Israel
[17].

 

 
 
 
Fig. 1. Photo of TGEM 
 

 
 
Fig.2 Gain vs. voltage measured with TGEM manufactured in Israel [7] 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Gain vs voltage measured with double RETGEMs [7] 
 
 

Figure 19: Gain vs. voltage measured with double RETGEMs [17].

Recently we started to develop a new version of TGEM with electrodes
coated by a screen printed technology with protective resistive layers (Resis-
tive Electrodes TGEMs or RETGEM, Fig. 20 [18]). This new design has the
further advantage of protecting the Front-End Electronics in case of sparks.
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Figure 20: Photo of the latest design of RETGEM with inner metallic strip
electrodes.

Both TGEM and RETGEM can be coated with CsI achieving quantum
efficiency similar to traditional CsI photocathodes. Detailed investigations
will be performed to evaluate feasibility and stable operation of large area
( 50 x 50 cm2) TGEM- or RETGEM-based photodetector.
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